membership at the outset: the "Lost Generation" is just another historical blip that will mean little after it "passeth away" to make room for the next generation, the newest identity label.
At the root of Jake's story is his attempt to strike a balance between pre-and postwar narratives so as to negotiate a world without transcendent truths. He is neither a member of the prewar episteme nor an adherent to the common values of the Lost Generation. In questioning the legitimacy of both perspectives Jake is able to maneuver between them. His beliefs and practices are formed by selectively borrowing from both discourses, a blending he anticipates will endow him with agency. Stephen Cooper is correct that The Sun Also Rises is not a directly political novel, but this should not obscure how Jake uses hybridity to create a politicized subject position (26). A hybrid is built upon fragments and disparate parts, manifesting itself as a decentered identity. By withdrawing from rigid lines of social identity the hybrid is not easily contained within any single category. This move has transgressive potential, for it gives subjects a degree of latitude against restrictive identities. Such an act of decentering is the agency Hemingway posits, with Jake's personal aesthetics of existence (to use a late-Foucauldian phrase) opening a path to greater mobility across the lines of culture by manipulating subjectivities. 1 So far I have located the source for transgressive social practice in the Other, and this is equally applicable to Jake's scheme for dissociating himself from both his subculture and the mainstream. The rift between staid morality and modern alienation leads to Spain's significance in the novel, with the Basque peasant marked as a source for mixed identity. The Spanish Other exhibits a sense of tradition and communitarian sensibility without resorting to either the constrictive morality of the American middle class or the hollow individualistic practices of the expatriate. Jake is after a personal center to structure his life and Spanish culture is framed as a preferable standard. The system of moral order Jake associates with working-class Spaniards is posited as an effective space to confront existence, to find a way to just "live in it" (148). The path this takes continually shifts in the novel. In a sense Jake's otherness is doubled since it shuttles between the two sides, taking from either one and relying on contra-contexts to judge the utility of the appropriation. I intend to show where Otherness lies and how Jake either discards or uses it, for the kind of Other Jake is willing to associate himself with
